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ABSTRACT 

There are a number of potential technology opportunities to effect up-front gangue rejection 

in the minerals sector. CRC ORE has been working with several of its mining participants to 

assess the efficacy of a range of such technologies, assessed across a variety of operations 

and commodities. Our “Grade Engineering®” approach references a suite of integrated 

technologies to effect gangue rejection across several separation “levers” – dependant on 

the textural amenability of the ore domains concerned.  

This paper details recent implementation trials of Grade Engineering® at the Sumitomo-

owned Minera San Cristóbal operation in Bolivia. This Pb/Zn/Ag mine operates with some of 

the lowest head grades in the Industry – yet ranks as one of the most profitable. The 

implementation strategies at the site trails are presented and the upgrading of “mineralised 

waste halos” to ores is detailed. Preliminary results indicate a significant financial opportunity 

exists in converting these low-grade marginal and mineralised wastes to ore feed. Some two 

thirds of the total metal value of this material reports to 25% of the “Grade Engineered” mass 

- contained in the -19mm fraction. An upgrade factor of 2.7 readily converts these 

mineralised wastes to high grade ore feed-stock. Exploitation of this material will result in a 

predicted minimum value uplift at the operation of some +450M$ in profit or +257M$ in NPV 

from the existing mine plan.   This success has implications for unlocking “hidden value” 

across the sector.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Operational Overview 

The Minera San Cristóbal (MSC) operation is a Zinc / Lead / Silver mine, located in the 

province of Nor Lipez in the Department of Potosi, South West Bolivia (Figure 1). It is one of 

the largest global polymetallic deposits of its kind, producing some 238Kt/year of Zn, 

75kt/year of Pb and 14.8Moz of Ag. Despite treating some of the lowest head grades in the 

sector, the operation is highly profitable and is consistently ranked in the world’s top five 

producers of Zn, Pb and Ag respectively. Its concentrates are sold to Korea, Japan, Europe 

and Australia.  

The operation also has a strong record of success in community engagement and this has 

been internationally recognised (Andrews et al, 2017). 

Present-day mining activities commenced in 2007, with current mine production averaging 

52,000 tpd of ore throughput. Two products, a Zn-Ag concentrate and Pb-Ag concentrate, 

are produced by conventional flotation and shipped by rail to the port at Mejillones, Chile.  

 

Start of 
production 

Aug 2007 
Direct 
Employee 

1,409  
(Bolivian 99%) 

Mine 
Method 

Open Pit Shift 
2 shifts for  
24 hours 

Metal 
Production 

Zn approx. 238,5 Kt/year 
Pb approx. 75 Kt/year 
Ag approx. 14,8 Mtoz/year 
 
As a direct result of its work, the Wood 
Mackenzie report of 2017 has ranked Bolivia as 
the fourth most productive country in the terms 
of open pit zinc mines in the world. 

Sale 
Destination 

Korea, Japan, Europe, Australia 

 

Figure 1: Minera San Cristobal Location and Selected Key Statistics. 

1.2 Geology and Mineralogy 

The deposit itself occurs within a 3-km-diameter diatreme breccia pipe, rimmed by a circular 

andesite and dacite dome field. (Tretbar, 2010). This 7 – 8 Ma old complex encloses a 

central cauldron containing a 300-m-thick sequence of sedimentary and volcanic units. 

There are two primary ore hosts at San Cristóbal: sedimentary-volcaniclastic rocks and the 

igneous “intrusives”. The primary ore minerals found throughout the deposit for Zn and Pb 

are sphalerite and galena. Pyrite is also found in abundance and is widely distributed. Silver 

deportment is complex at the mine and its distribution varies significantly across the various 

ore domains. Common silver minerals include acanthite, freibergite, polybasite, chloroargite 

and rare native silver. (Quinteros Riquelme, 2014). Silver also occurs in solid solution within 

all the main sulphide phases - sphalerite, galena and especially pyrite. There is also an 

association of silver minerals in some of the ore domains with barite. This complexity poses 

significant challenges to optimise precious metal recovery in the concentrator.  

 



2.  Materials and Methods 

2.1 Grade Engineering®  

Grade Engineering® is an integrated approach to coarse separation (10mm-100mm) and 

rejection of ore and gangue components, that matches a suite of separation technologies to 

ore specific characteristics (Rutter, 2017).  

The efficacy of gangue rejection mechanisms is highly dependent on the amenability (or 

otherwise) of intrinsic ore texture to a particular “sorting’ technique deployed (Walters, 2017; 

Wilkie et. al., 2018). Thus, there are a number of integrated technology suites or “levers” that 

can be deployed (either singly or in combination), to achieve effective Grade Engineering®. 

These are illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Integrated “Levers” of Grade Engineering® to achieve gangue rejection 

The Grade Engineering® evaluation also involves the usage of a detailed methodology to 

determine the feasibility and economic viability of deploying one or other of these integrated 

technology suites. The major components of this evaluation are illustrated below in Figure 3. 

 

1. Characterisation 
 Measure & quantify the Grade Engineering® responses of the orebody 

 Conducted through combination of physical testing & data analytics 

2. Geometallurgy & 
Spatial Analysis 

 Understand geological controls on Grade Engineering® responses 

 Spatially map responses defining Grade Engineering® domains 

3. Process Design & 
Simulation 

 Define Grade Engineering® ‘circuit’ equipment design & specifications 

 Quantify process simulation responses across mining value chain 

4. Strategic Mine 
Planning 

 Develop strategic mine plan incorporating Grade Engineering® 

 Define impact on equipment, layout, material movement, mine development 

5. Project Evaluation 
 Quantify the economic impact utilising Scenario Analysis 

 Define implementation options and viability 

6. Pilot / Production 
Trials 

 Technical validation at production scale of Grade Engineering® technology 

 Detailed testing, validation, reconciliation process 

Figure 3: Key steps in a structured approach to evaluating and quantifying the 

potential for Grade Engineering® 



A significant suite of literature, reflecting a substantial body of work over the past few years, 

is available to illustrate the underpinning science behind this evaluation approach (Carrasco, 

2017). This includes approaches to enterprise modelling e.g. Scott & Redwood, 2017. It also 

involves managing uncertainty in Grade Engineering® piloting activities (Carrasco et al, 

2016). The approach to risk management and operating rigor is further outlined by Carrasco 

et al, 2016. Optimising liberation modelling and comminution strategies is an important 

element in maximising the fiscal impact of using a “grade engineered” feedstock. Examples 

of this approach are outlined by Carrasco et al, 2016 and Carrasco et al 2017. 

2.2 Predictive Testing of Amenability at Minera San Cristóbal 

Early gangue rejection or metal preconcentration at coarse scale (millimetres) based on size 
is a feasible operating alternative, whereby energy efficiency and unit metal productivity can 
be greatly increased (Adair & King, 2017). This is achieved by understanding and exploiting 
ore-specific preferential grade by-size responses. Preferential grade by-size refers to the 
propensity of some ores to naturally concentrate metal into specific size fractions during 
breakage (Carrasco, 2013, Carrasco et. al, 2014, Carrasco et al., 2015, Rutter, 2017). The 
magnitude of metal deportment is described through a Ranking Response parameter (RR). 
 
Experience to date indicates that this response is highly variable and therefore require 
characterisation for an effective exploitation (Carrasco et al. 2014, 2015).  CRC ORE has 
developed a highly rigorous suite of amenability test-work systems and protocols to 
characterise various ore domains and determine their amenability.  
 

Grade by size testing can be carried out using coarse residues generated by crushing during 

routine laboratory assay preparation, as a precursor to pulverisation. Many projects/sites 

routinely store coarse size fraction residues specifically for future testing or check assays. In 

this case stored coarse residues can be used for cost effective grade by size testing. Stored 

pulps are not suitable for grade by size testing as the material is too fine. 

Crushing protocols for coarse residues vary between sites and companies. The prime 

purpose of coarse residues is to reduce the size of a drill core sample to a particle size 

distribution that is statistically suitable for splitting off a fraction which can be used for fine 

pulverising prior to chemical analysis. A typical top size for coarse residues is 99% passing -

3.35mm or the equivalent #6 mesh. This is sometimes expressed as 80% passing 2mm. 

However, very little quality control on the particle size distribution of coarse residues is 

generally carried out. Particle size distributions are a function of the crusher gap setting, size 

of the initial drill core and hardness of the rock. Crusher gap settings can vary between 

laboratories or drift over time. 

Within limits, this variability does not affect use of coarse residues for grade by size testing. 

However, it is necessary to establish actual particle size distributions for site specific coarse 

residues as part of an initial evaluation program in order to select optimal sieve sizes for 

routine testing.  

Mass of specific sieve size fractions is also monitored during routine testing before samples 

are sent off for grade by size assays. This provides a QA/QC flag for samples that show 

unusual mass distribution that may not be suitable for grade by size determinations.  Key to 

an overriding decision point on sieve size selection is the generation of a minimum number 

of data points to define a statistically meaningful Response Curve and Ranking. This 

requires a minimum of three sieve sizes (generating four size fractions) that cover the 

cumulative mass range as shown. 



The methodology for assessing the propensity for metal to deport in coarse residues is 

equally applicable to testing at meso sample scale (500kg-2t) and at bulk samples scale 

(>10t). The primary difference between these samples is the mass required in each test and 

the aperture choice of the screens, which must be linked to the particle size distribution of 

the sample set. 

On this basis of this test work, it is possible to construct Response Rankings of the samples 

concerned. CRC ORE has developed a methodology for transforming raw sizing and assay 

data into a set of cumulative responses that can be used to rank and compare magnitude of 

preferential deportment. For drill core scale testing this involves RRs which may 

subsequently require a scale up “factor” to represent production scale responses. RRs are 

CRC ORE developed indices that can be passed into simulation and modelling packages to 

optimise circuits and develop Grade Engineering® business cases. Examples of resulting 

grade by size Response Curves based on six size fractions for drill core coarse residue 

testing are shown in Figure 4, together with reference curves that represent the fitting 

function. Curve fits generate RRs up to 200 representing a theoretical preferential grade by 

size deportment maxima. This is calculated by deriving a response factor (cumulative % 

metal/cumulative weight retained) and taking the slope of the ln/ln relationship of the 

response factor with the cumulative weight retained. 

 

Figure 4: Example of calculated grade by size Response Curve for drill core testing  
pale grey lines are RR reference curves 

The 116 coarse assay reject samples from MSC were sieved into various size fractions 

using 2.36mm, 1.40mm, 600µm and 150µm screens.  It was found that additional fine size 

fractions were required for the sedimentary and volcanoclastic rock types due to their fine 

nature.  Not all screens were used for all samples, with the MSC laboratory using various 

combinations to obtain suitable screen mass distributions.  Results were weight composited 

together as appropriate, to ensure a minimum of 10% and maximum of 50% mass was 

maintained in the calculated fractions, (Table 1). 

 



Test results from the volcanoclastic and sedimentary drill cores did indicated highly variable 

response rankings.  Since a systematic response ranking was not observed, combined with 

the already very fine inherent nature of the rock, no further evaluation of the sedimentary 

and volcanoclastic rocks was undertaken.  However, it should be noted that an opportunity 

for some form of fines bypass may be suitable for the process plant and may warrant further 

investigation.  

Table 1: Summary of Minera San Cristobal coarse assay reject samples sent for 
Natural Deportment testing 

Lithology Count RR Zn (Avg) RR Pb (Avg) RR Ag (Avg) 

Black Shale 8 n/a n/a n/a 

Breccia - Don Jose 10 4 12 13 

Breccia - Other 15 71 61 56 

Intrusive - Colon 14 41 49 44 

Intrusive - Other 24 69 68 51 

Sedimentary 29 n/a n/a n/a 

Volcanoclastic 16 n/a n/a n/a 

Average RR  46 45 41 

Sample Count 116    

 
In addition to the coarse assay reject samples, five ROM bulk samples were subsampled 

and trucked to the metallurgical labs for screening and assaying. The screen sizes chosen 

were limited to those that were available on-site; namely 125 mm, 50 mm, 37.5 mm, 19 mm 

and 3.35 mm. Table 2 shows the results of the Bulk Testing. 

Table 2: Summary of Bulk Results 

Lithology Mass (kg) RR Zn RR Pb RR Ag 

Intrusive 3471 70 75 80 

Sedimentary 3413 -53 -5 -37 

Volcanoclastic 3501 51 33 54 

Breccia - Don Jose 4341 88 39 71 

Sedimentary #2 5422 26 99 60 

 

In addition to the routine Bulk testing, each sample underwent a Progressive Crush Test. 

The progressive crushing test work measures the extent of change to Natural Deportment 

responses due to variations in particle size distribution. A clear example of this relationship is 

observed in other metallurgical parameters like impact hardness, which depicts a clear 

dependency on the initial parent size (Shi and Kojovic 2007).  

To confirm this assumption of no change in response with crush size, RR values were 

calculated for each element and crushed product combination. Table 3 contains the resulting 

values and confirms that there is no significant improvement as the material is broken. Of the 



four elements analysed the Zn does show small improvement in absolute RR values (106 to 

118) however given the error within the testing method these cannot be considered 

statistically different.  

Table 3: Summary Intrusive Progressive Crushing RR Results 

Summary RR Fe RR Zn RR Pb RR Ag 

1st Crush 29 106 64 71 

2nd Crush 26 112 62 70 

3rd Crush 25 118 66 71 

 

The results of the preliminary test work clearly showed that: 

 The intrusive rocks had the highest metal deportment signatures (i.e. highest RR value) 

 The magnitude of the response on ROM samples was evident suggesting this 

phenomenon could be exploited at scale 

2.3 Production Trial at Minera San Cristóbal 

On the basis of these highly favourable predictions, a production trial was planned and 

enacted in mid to late 2018. The trial comprised identifying ~200kt of mineralised waste in 

the pit which was due to be extracted between April and August 2018.  To identify the 

“hotspot” zones in the pit a further stage of meso-scale sampling was undertaken.  This 

program of testing followed the same laboratory procedure as previously outlined for the bulk 

samples. In total 40 ~500kg samples were obtained from different muckpiles in the pit.  

These samples were then processed at the onsite laboratory to obtain the metal deportment 

responses.  The responses were then kriged into the block model to increase the granularity 

of metal department response at MSC. Figure 5 shows the spatial distribution of the coarse 

assay reject samples and the meso samples. 

 

Figure 5: Spatial distribution of drill core test results (Small cubes) and Meso Scale 

Test Results (Big Cubes) and single RL slice of Resource block Model populated with 

Grade by Size test result. 

Note: Hot colours represent higher metal deportment response



To filter these identified hotspot zones, the target ores for the trial, each block in the block 

model was populated with a Response Ranking number which was obtained from previous 

variability testing.  The Nett Smelter return (NSR) for each block was calculated. NSR is a 

site-based evaluation which values an ore domain or block on the basis of its intrinsic metal 

grades (Zn, Pb, Ag), coupled with its metallurgical performance in the concentrator.  The 

block model was then filtered using the following methodology: 

 Remove blocks with NSR.>$9.52 which is the concentrator direct feed economic cut-off 

 Calculate the Grade Engineering® NSR of the remaining blocks at a mass pull of 25% to 

the fines. 

 Intersect the positive NSR blocks with the short term mine plan 

 Select blocks to target for the trial 

To conduct the trial a METSO LOKO -Track system was purchased and deployed as the 

screening unit involved. This is illustrated in Figure 6. The screening unit utilised was a dual 

deck screen with screening apertures of 70mm and 19mm.  The screen was operated over a 

4-month period screening a total of 70,000t of ore from the 200kt stockpile.   

 

Figure 6: The METSO LOKO-Track system used during the Minera San Cristóbal 

production trial 

Continuous sampling of the three screen products was undertaken.  A sub-sample of the 

coarse, middling and fine fraction was taken every hour during operation. The sub-samples 

were then combined into a daily composite of each of the three fractions.  These daily 

composites were sent to the on-site laboratory where they were re-screened to determine 

screening efficiency and obtain a metal deportment measurement for each day. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Grade Engineering® Results 

Figure 7 shows the grade of each of the three size fractions for Zn, Pb and Ag.  Daily 

variability in results was evident, however the overall trend of the metal deportment response 

stabilised within a week of production and remained constant over the trial period.  The 

upgrade response was prevalent across all three commodities which translated to the NSR 

changes observed. 



 

Figure 7: Variability in Zn, Pb, Ag grades and NSR through Production Trial 
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The summary results from the screening trial are: 

 A total of 73,968t of ore was screened over 65 days of operation 

 Mass Splits for Fine/Middling/Coarse are 25%/30%/45% respectively 

 The feed NSR was $10.61 vs a fines NSR of $28.30 (An upgrade of 2.67) 

 The middling and coarse NSR’s are $7.31 and $4.99 respectively 

Table 4 provides a summary of the upgrade factor, grade and percentage metal/value in the 

fine fraction. 

Table 4: Overall Summary of Upgrade factors from the Trial 

Attribute Feed 
Upgrade Factor 

for Fines 
Accept Grade / 
Value of Fines 

% Value / Metal 
Retained 

NSR ($) 10.61 2.67 28.30 66 

Zn (%) 0.56 1.94 1.08 48 

Pb (%) 0.16 2.16 0.35 54 

Ag (g/t) 16 2.25 35.71 56 

 

This NSR upgrade (at a 25% mass pull) is closely aligned with that predicted from the 

variability testing on the drill cores, in combination with the bulk and meso scale sample 

results taken during the characterisation process.  

The results from the screening trial were then used to populate the resource block model 

and identify ores that are economically viable to upgrade via screening.  Based on the cost 

structure at site and the magnitude of the upgrade response, the feed NSR range that is 

economically amenable to Grade Engineering in the intrusive ore at Minera San Cristóbal is 

between $3.50 and $17.  Figures 8 and 9 show the ore domains that are amenable within 

the current ultimate pit and the blocks outside the ultimate pit that are economically viable to 

Grade Engineering.  

 

 

Figure 8: Intrusive Rocks in the Ultimate Pit 



 

Figure 9: Ore below the pit with uneconomic NSR 

Using this information, new ultimate pits, pushback designs and production schedules were 

developed to quantify the impacts of Grade Engineering to MSC.  The approach used in this 

study was very similar to the approaches previously published (Scott, 2014., Scott & 

Redwood, 2017., Scott 2018a, Scott 2018b., Espejel & Leiva, 2016, Espejel et. at. 2017, 

Espejel, 2018.). The results of the mine redesign were: 

 Increased tonnes in the ultimate pit by ~20% 

 ∆ Profit of $451m 

 ∆ NPV of $257m 

 Increase of 39mt of ore to the plant 

 Increase the mine life (LOM) by 2 years 

 

3.2 Concentrator Performance 

The Minera San Cristóbal process circuit is schematically represented in Figure 10 

The comminution circuit was designed for a 40ktpd ore throughput and currently operates at 

52ktpd. The circuit consists of a 36’ SAG Mill, with a 13MW motor, whose operation is totally 

controlled by acoustics. Some 6” material enters the SAG Mill, which deploys 1” grates. 

There is no pebble crusher in the circuit, so the SAG Mill operates effectively in size 

reduction. Two differential speed Ball Mills follow – also controlled completely by sound. As a 

result of the optimised acoustic control systems, the13MW SAG Mill only pulls on average 

some 9MW of power and the 10MW Ball Mills pull some 6MW of power. 

Metal head grades at Minera San Cristóbal are extremely low compared to Industry peers. 

Zn head grades vary from 1.4% to 2%; Pb from 0.4% to 0.8% and Ag from 40 to 60ppm  

Given the intrinsically low head grades at the operation, throughput optimisation is crucial for 

financial viability. A significant R&D effort in liner design and control philosophy around these 

mills has resulted in a marked increase in throughput (35%) over the past five years. This 

has been achieved with a concomitant reduction in power consumption of some 26%. 

Runtime on the SAG Mill currently stands at 97% (an Industry benchmark) and liner life on 

the SAG and Ball Mills stands at 12 months and 4 years respectively. 



 

Figure 10: Concentrator Lay-out at Minera San Cristóbal 

The circuit employs a conventional Pb / Zn differential flotation lay – out, with four stages of 

cleaning. Concentrator recoveries for Zn range from 83% to 87%; for Pb from 68% to 72% 

and Ag from 40% to 50%.  

The plant operating philosophy is to maintain a steady throughput, matched with strictly 

controlled, consistent tailings grades. The plant processed the Grade Engineering® 

“accepts” for some ten hours as a 50% mix with traditional plant feed. During production trial 

of this feedstock, metal recovery performance was well within the plant operating targets and 

the concentrator did not show any detrimental impacts in processing. 

 

3.3 Discussion 

Incorporation of Grade Engineering® at Minera San Cristóbal facilitates the economic 

exploitation of mineralised wastes, with a significant potential economic return. This return 

allows for all the costs associated with the re-handling and material movement of the “Grade 

Engineered” product.  

Future work will now evaluate the opportunity to exploit very low-grade wastes at the site, 

with NSR values <<6$. Preliminary work on a small number of samples in this category has 

indicated significant upgrade ratios being achieved. This promissory work will now be 

expanded to a full sampling campaign and evaluation process. This is another example of 

“making metal from very little”. Exploitation of extremely low grade “wastes” allows for not 

only potential economic exploitation in its own right, but also opportunities to defray closure 

costs associated with this and many other operations where mineralised waste “halos” 

occur.  

 

 

 



4. Conclusions 

The Grade Engineering® study at Minera San Cristóbal was conducted utilising a rigorous 

and systematic methodology. This entailed initially an identification of ores showing a 

propensity for upgrade in grade by size metal deportment. A quantification of the magnitude 

of the response at production scale was then evaluated. This then led to an assessment of 

the impacts on the Minera San Cristóbal operation in terms of mine life and economic 

opportunity.  The study found that the intrusive rocks at Minera San Cristóbal were more 

amenable to upgrading via screening compared to the sedimentary hosted ores. This was 

due to the highly friable nature of the sediments and their more disseminated mineralisation 

style.  The production trial utilising a mobile screening plant being fed with ROM ore 

indicated an upgrade of 2.67 times for NSR, with all three elements displaying strong 

preferential deportment signatures.  Utilising this upgrade response in the intrusive rocks, a 

new mine plan was developed that showed the benefit to Minera San Cristóbal is $451m in 

profit and has the potential to increase mine life by 2 years.  Future areas of investigation will 

focus on applying the outcomes of the current work to investigating Waste Engineering 

options of the currently available mineralised stockpiles and waste dumps. 

The methodology outlined in the paper provides the opportunity to assess “hidden value” at 

any given operation. All the new ore feedstock in this case would have been classified as 

sub-economic low-grade ore or as mineralised wastes. Their exploitation has the potential to 

enhance the financial return of an operation and therefore unlock additional value from 

material that would have to be mined anyway. 
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